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Question 1.
Where does the word 
algebra come from?



Algebra started off in Arabic as jabara, which meant reunite/ 

restore, then it (also in Arabic) was al-jabr which meant the 

reunion of broken parts, which  

 even today, is the most 

famous origin. The word has 

gone through Italy, Spain and 

even has roots with 

algorithm. It even has Latin 

roots.



Question 2. 
What is algebra?



Algebra is a part of Maths where you use letters to represent 

values, and it is all about working out what these values are 

using many formulae. Algebraic equations are all very different. 

Some have brackets, some are really long, and some are even 

word problems. 



Question 3. 
How does algebra 

relate to the meaning 
of the word?



Algebra means the reunion of broken parts, which, like algebra 

is all about peicing things together. In algebra, you put all the 

different parts of an equation together.



Question 4. 
Where will you find 
algebra in the world 

around you?



Algebra is everywhere, but you need to look hard to find it. 

These are a few of the places you can find it:

★ Going shopping, with a budget

★ Money problems

★ Choosing what food to eat!

★ MUCH, MUCH MORE!



Question 5. 
Why do you do 

algebra?



We do algebra, because it is a very important life skill. It will 

help us with all sorts of problem solving, in all sorts of jobs. 

From being and accountant, to being a finance officer, you will 

need the skill of algebra under your wing.



I started doing very simple algebra in Year 2 with my parents. I 

was a rather smart child and I wanted more challenging maths, 

so my parents taught me a few important things. They would 

come up with simple questions like:

a+b=c                                    b=3 a=5

d-b=c                                    

What is d?   And of course d equals 11!




